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suffer repeated severe bottlenecks, both within hosts and when
transmitted from host to host. The potential effect of
bottlenecks has been theoretically and experimentally
documented, but formal estimations of their actual sizes in
natural situations are scarce. Bottlenecks during colonization of
organs and during transmission are influenced by those
occurring at the cellular level. The study of the multiplicity of
cellular infection (MOI) thus appears central, and this trait may
be differentially regulated by different virus species. The values
of MOI and their putative regulation deserve important future
efforts, in order to disentangle the complex interactions
between the control of gene copy numbers and the populations
dynamics/genetics of viruses.
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Introduction
Short generation times and high mutation rates allow
adaptation of viruses to selective pressures at a speed
matched by no other organisms. The remarkable popu-
lation dynamics makes viruses excellent experimental
models for evolution studies, where evolution at work
can be monitored in real-time on a lab bench. In the real
world, fast and efficient adaptation allows these parasites
to overcome natural or man-made barriers such as host
defenses, host resistance, or drug treatments, by generat-
ing new emerging variants with altered biological proper-
ties. Consequently, viruses have successfully invaded all
living organisms in all ecosystems, with virus–host inter-
action ranging from pathogenic to mutualistic [1].
Both fundamental and health/sanitary concerns have
fuelled a wealth of research on virus evolution. A most
important question that is often addressed is the relative
Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license. Current Opinion in Virology 2012, 2:546–555 action of two of the main forces driving evolution: deter-
ministic natural selection and random genetic drift. When
natural selection is the predominant force shaping the
evolution a virus population, adaptation can be fast. On
the contrary, adaptation is generally slowed down when
genetic drift dominates because the resulting random
variation in allele frequencies can distort the direction
that would be driven by selection. There are important
practical implications from evaluating the selection/drift
balance in a particular virus–host interaction. For
example, facing man-made barriers such as antiviral drugs
or virus-resistant crop varieties, viruses must adapt or
disappear. Whether and how fast these barriers will be
overcome depends to a large extent on the intensity with
which selection acts, as opposed to genetic drift.
Estimating the relative intensity of selection and drift in a
given viral population is not a trivial task. It requires
determining the size of the viral population replicating in
the analyzed system. The population size is highly infor-
mative here because selection can act more intensely in
large populations, whereas the random effects of genetic
drift are more severe in small populations. It must be
stressed that the important figure to be measured here is
not necessarily the whole population, but only the frac-
tion that multiplies. Since this parameter is obviously
rather elusive, the effective size of the population is
generally used instead. The effective population size
can be defined as the size of an ideal population where
stochastic variations in allele frequencies would be the
same as those observed in the population under study (for
a comprehensive review on this parameter and its esti-
mation see [2]) Although not exactly equivalent to the
number of replicating individuals in all circumstances the
effective population size is a valuable quantity because (i)
it captures the stochasticity involved in the observed
changes in allele frequencies, and (ii) it is an experimen-
tally accessible parameter.
The effective size of populations is logically sensitive to
fluctuations in the census (total) size, especially to
dramatic reductions sometimes experienced by popu-
lations, the so-called bottlenecks. A population bottle-
neck can be defined as a transient reduction of the
number of viral genomes within a population and has
two major effects. On the one hand, it induces a genetic
bottleneck through its stochastic effect on the number of
genotypes passed down to the next round of infection.
This stochastic effect is inversely proportional to the size
of the bottleneck. On the other hand, it determines thewww.sciencedirect.com
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Table 1
Comparison of the quantitative estimates of bottlenecks available in the literature
Type of bottlenecka Virus Host N Ref. Vector/transmission mode
Bottleneck during transmission pop PVY Pepper 0.5–3.2 [14] Myzus persicae
pop CMV Tomato 1.2–2 [15] Aphis gossypii
pop TMV Tobacco 1.3–3.3 [17] Leaf contact
gen HIV-1 Human 1 [19] Severalb
gen HCV Human 1–2 [20] N.S.c
Type of bottleneck Virus Host N Ref. Organ/tissue
Bottlenecks during organ colonization pop WSMV Wheat 3–5 [47] Tiller
pop TMV Tobacco 3.1–5.6 [46] Leaf
pop CaMV Turnip 298–484 [39] Leaf
pop PVY Pepper 1–4 [45] Leaf
pop TEV Tobacco 1.2–47.9 [44] Leaf
pop TEV Pepper 1.1–5.4 [44] Leaf
pop CaMV Turnip 8.8–131 [43] Leaf
gen HIV-1 Human 103–105 [34] Blood
gen HCV Human 2 [20] Blood
Virus Host N Ref.
Multiplicity of cellular infection phi6 Pseudomonas 2–3 See ref in [38]
HIV-1 Spleen cells 3d See ref in [38]
HIV-1 Blood cells 1d [42]
TMV Nicotiana benthamiana 1–6 [63]
SBWMV Chenopodium quinoad 5–6 [64]
CaMV Turnip 2–13 [38]
a Pop: population bottleneck, number of viral genome; gen: genetic bottleneck, number of genotypes.
b Transmission modes include sexual, mother–child and syringe exchange.
c N.S.: not specified.
d Average provirus number per cell.viral ‘gene copy number’ at the onset of infection, an
utterly important aspect in the biology of any organism,
that is too often overlooked in virology (further discussed
later).
Virus populations are perceived as being extremely large,
and this is usually the case for the census population
within a host. For example, the size of the virus popu-
lation in a tobacco leaf infected by Tobacco mosaic virus
(TMV) has been estimated to approximately 1012 genome
units [3]. Similar figures have been reported in the plasma
of patients infected by Human Immuno-deficiency virus-1
(HIV-1) during viremia peaks [4,5]. However, virus popu-
lations can endure very severe bottlenecks during the
infection cycle. To start with, viruses must migrate
repeatedly from one host to another, a perilous journey
during which only a fistful usually make it from the
trillions in the donor host. Once inside the recipient host,
the situation does not improve. A large number of limiting
factors – like host defenses, intrinsic decay rates of virions
[6], limited availability of susceptible cells or of receptors
at their surface [7] – reduce the number of individual viral
genomes actually contributing to the expansion of the
population. Interestingly, viruses themselves restrict their
effective population size through what can be considered
a territorial behavior. Once a cell becomes infected, the
‘resident’ virus usually launches molecular mechanismswww.sciencedirect.com precluding any new infection from incoming closely
related genomes. This process is known as superinfection
exclusion and seems largely spread among viruses infect-
ing animals, plants and bacteria [8–12]. Superinfection
exclusion thus reduces the effective size of viral popu-
lations by limiting the number of genomes that can
actually enter and replicate in individual susceptible cells.
Population size can thus greatly drop at various steps of
the viral cycle, and the impact of such bottlenecks on
virus evolution has been addressed in many theoretical
studies, plus several experimental demonstrations of an
associated decrease of the viral fitness (reviewed in [13]).
Quantitative data on bottleneck sizes from natural situ-
ations, however, remain surprisingly scarce (Table 1). In
this review, we present an overview of the information
available. Despite being largely fragmentary, a blurred
picture starts to emerge where, as it could be expected
from the virus diversity, drastically different population
dynamics seem to be associated to diverging virus life
styles.
Getting in: Are severe bottlenecks the rule
during host-to-host transmissions?
The first quantitative estimate of a population bottleneck
during transmission was obtained for an insect-borne
plant virus, the Potato virus Y (PVY), transmitted in aCurrent Opinion in Virology 2012, 2:546–555
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mode, the virus does not replicate within the insect
vector. It simply reversibly interacts with putative recep-
tors in the mouthparts (stylets), where it can be retained
infectious for only a few minutes [3]. Moury and col-
leagues used a simple and elegant method to determine
the size of the population sample that is actually taken up
and transmitted by aphids. First, they fed aphids on virus
suspensions containing a mixture of virus particles from
two different variants, one infectious in a given variety of
pepper and the other one not. Aphids fed on virus
suspensions with different relative concentrations of
the two variants had different transmission success rates
on these pepper plants: the higher the concentration of
the non-infectious variant, the lower the success rate.
From these data, a stochastic model was then used to
estimate that each individual aphid could efficiently
transmit an average of 0.5–3.2 viral genomes. In a com-
parable approach, similar figures were calculated for
Cucumber mosaic virus (CMV), another plant virus also
transmitted in a non-circulative way by aphids [15]. An
important difference of the latter study, is that aphids did
not acquire the virus from homogeneous artificial mix-
tures, but from leaves co-infected by the two CMV
variants. Because CMV variants have been shown to
spatially segregate in co-infected plants, a large fraction
of leaf cells are generally infected by a single variant [16].
Aphids usually acquire CMV after feeding from one or a
few cells. They may thus only access to the variant
infecting the sampled cells, indeed generating a very
strong genetic bottleneck reminiscent of what happens
in natural situations, although it may or may not exactly
correspond to the actual number of genomes transmitted.
Population bottlenecks during contact transmission have
also been quantitatively analyzed in TMV, with a similar
approach [17]. Surprisingly, though the transmission
mechanism is totally different, the number of viral gen-
omes initiating infection in the recipient host plants has
been calculated to also lie between 1 and 4.
In animal viruses, the genetic bottleneck during HIV-1
transmission has been quantitatively examined using an
approach initially developed by Keele et al. [18]. In this
approach, a model of random viral evolution is imple-
mented with the phylogeny data obtained from deep-
sequencing the virus population early in infection. All
following studies consistently suggest that a single HIV
genotype is usually at the origin of the virus population
within the patient (reviewed in [19]). Such an extreme
genetic bottleneck has been evidenced in 70–90% of the
cases of mother to child transmission, in 60–90% of both
heterosexual and homosexual transmissions, and even in
40–70% of transmissions through syringe exchanges. A
similar approach has also been used to estimate the
founder population in four individuals infected with
Hepatitis C virus (HCV), another blood-borne virus, withCurrent Opinion in Virology 2012, 2:546–555 very similar results of 1 or 2 founder genotypes per
infected host [20].
To the best of our knowledge, these are the only formal
quantitative estimates of population/genetic bottle-
necks during viral transmission, currently available in
the literature. One could conclude indeed to a very
limited exploration of this question among the
described viral diversity. Nevertheless, though they
do not represent actual quantifications, additional stu-
dies have detected drops in genetic diversity upon
transmission of several viral species, in diverse genera
and families (e.g. [21–23]). Despite this consistent
trend, narrow bottlenecks might not always be the
inevitable outcome of virus transmission. Aaskov
et al. have shown that defective genotypes of Dengue
virus are transmitted among humans and mosquitoes in
nature [24]. Two phenomena acting together can
explain this observation: complementation of defective
genotypes by functional ones, and relaxed transmission
bottlenecks allowing the presence of both types in the
recipient hosts. Likewise, a recent study analyzing
changes in population diversity of the Equine influenza
virus between donor and recipient horses also suggests
an absence of a severe transmission-associated  bottle-
neck [25]. Finally, it has been logically postulated that
when the number of transmission events per recipient
host is large, a large viral population can be transmitted
whatever the bottleneck associated to single events.
Though it has never been directly investigated, this has
particularly been suggested for host plants visited by
large numbers of insect vectors [26].
In any case, there is a clear need for more quantitative
data on bottlenecks during natural viral transmission. As it
stands, the current literature on the subject is not diver-
sified enough to allow any inference of general trends
which could reliably relate a specific mode of natural
transmission to severe or to relaxed transmission bottle-
necks.
Beyond the average size of a bottleneck, the distribution
of these sizes among transmission events should also be
documented further. It must be stressed that even a small
number of multiply infected hosts could matter most in
virus evolution. Multiply infected hosts are the melting
pot where genetic exchange can take place between
genotypes, a phenomenon that can radically change virus
properties (e.g. host range expansion) with important
implications, even if rare, in ecology and epidemiology.
Moreover, the detailed analysis of distribution of the
bottleneck sizes during transmission could also reveal
unknown aspects of the transmission mechanisms. For
example, a bimodal distribution of the transmission-
associated bottleneck sizes might reveal two different
transmission routes for a given virus, as suggested by
infection of cells with HIV [27].www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 1
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Compartmentalization of Turnip mosaic virus (TuMV) variants within a
systemically infected leaf.
Each TuMV variant encodes and thus produces a different fluorescent
protein (mGFP5 in green and mRFP1 in red). Compartmentalization is
particularly easy to visualize here, as well as in many other plant viruses,
owing to the possibility to express different fluorescent proteins via two
otherwise identical clones, co-inoculated into the same host plant. Each
clone can be observed to separately infect leaf cells, yielding a
patchwork of infected regions with a single fluorescence. Bar = 0.5 cm.Finally, we believe it is of prime importance to keep in
mind that, although approaches described above on HIV-
1, HCV and CMV are reliably quantifying genetic bottle-
necks during transmission [15,18,20], they might be
partly blind to the actual number of transmitted viral
genomes, as opposed to transmitted genotypes. This is an
important point which deserves to be specifically
addressed in the future because, as further discussed
below, this number matters much more than usually
considered. It sets the (viral) gene copy number at initial
phases of the host infection. Both theoretical and exper-
imental investigations have revealed the importance of
the number of copy of a gene inside a cell [28,29,30,31].
Even in very simple gene networks with diverse putative
reciprocal regulations, slight changes in gene copy num-
bers can dramatically modify their relative expression and
so the phenotypic outcome of the network. This phenom-
enon applies to viral genes and can change the fate of the
infected cell, and thus of the viral cycle [28–31] (see
below the Section on MOI for further discussion).
How host colonization shapes population
structure and evolution
As briefly mentioned above, the genetic bottleneck
associated to transmission may largely depend on the
structure of the virus population in the donor host. If
this population is genetically heterogeneous, transmission
bottlenecks could be determined partly by the genetic
diversity available in the host compartment where the
transmitted population is sampled. The extent of com-
partmentalization of viral populations is a question that
requires detailed analysis at various steps of host coloni-
zation. These analyses inform on dynamics of disease
progression, on within-host evolution processes, and ulti-
mately on the history and composition of the subpopu-
lation available for transmission.
Highly structured viral populations within individual
hosts
After primary infection of a host, viruses replicate to large
numbers, numerous mutants appear and, in many cases,
recombination shuffles mutations and generates new
genotypes. This diversity is most often loaded into the
vascular system and transported away before entering
new cells and replicating further. Each cell type and/or
organ can be considered as a different host compartment
that viruses infect with varying success, and where the
developing viral subpopulations are more or less isolated
and may diverge from the initial source population
[22,23,32–34] (Figure 1). Empirical evidence of popu-
lation compartmentalization in different virus models has
transformed the previous panmictic view of within-host
populations into a metapopulation view [35,36]. Never-
theless, recent reports in both animals and plants have
mitigated the situation and shown that extremely differ-
ent degrees of compartmentalization may exist in differ-
ent virus species [37–39].www.sciencedirect.com Two initial parameters define the genetics of the popu-
lation that invades a given compartment: the genetic
diversity available in the source population and the size
of the bottleneck during colonization. The population
colonizing a new organ or tissue often derives from that in
the vascular system. Unfortunately, the viral genetic
diversity flowing in sap or plasma is not easy to charac-
terize because it can amply vary along time. Spectacular
changes of viral genetics in the vasculature are the recur-
ring selective sweeps resulting from the attack of the host
immune system on a virus serotype, which is then rapidly
replaced by a new one [40]. The relationships between
the viral dynamics within the vasculature and the viral
migration within and in between the various host com-
partments remains to be investigated, although some
recent studies start to tackle the question [41,42]. This
paucity of data is particularly dramatic in the case of plant
viruses, probably because simple methods for sampling
the vascular system have long been missing [43].
The extent to which the viral population passes from the
vasculature to a given compartment depends on the mech-
anisms of entry. Two contrasted scenarios can be envi-
sioned (Figure 2): (i) organs are highly permeable to virus
infection and population bottlenecks depend only on the
viral load (the viral dose or titer) in the vasculature, or (ii)
limiting barriers lead to severe bottlenecks whatever the
viral load in sap or serum. Deciding which of these
scenarios most often takes place requires comparative data
estimating in parallel the population bottlenecks during
organ colonization and the viral load in the vasculature
irrigating this organ. The only two examples available areCurrent Opinion in Virology 2012, 2:546–555
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Two opposite scenarios during virus colonization of organs from the vasculature.
(A) The size of the population that invades the organ depends on the concentration of virus infectious units (coloured circles) in the vascular system. In
this case, no limiting barriers exist and the virus can freely move from one compartment to the other.
(B) The size of the population invading the organ is constantly low, whatever the viral load in the vasculature, owing to barriers imposed by the host
(e.g. limiting number of susceptible cells, limiting number of receptors, etc.), or by the virus itself (e.g. mechanisms inhibiting surperinfection).dealing with plant virus models [43,44]. Both studies
indicate that bottlenecks reported during leaf colonization
by various plant viruses [39,45–47] could be in fact largely
driven by the viral load in the sap. Zwart and colleagues
have quantified the bottleneck sizes in populations of
Tobacco etch virus (TEV) invading the first systemically
infected leaf of tobacco hosts. Plants were initially inocu-
lated with different viral doses, inducing different numbers
of infection foci on the inoculated leaves (dose ranged from
1 to 50 foci per plant). These numbers positively corre-
lated with the size of the bottlenecks during ulterior
systemic colonization of leaves, suggesting that the bottle-
necks were in this case mainly determined by the viral load,
though not directly demonstrated. With another virus
species, the Cauliflower mosaic virus (CaMV), we have
analyzed in parallel the bottlenecks at the entry of leaves
successively appearing on the infected host plants and the
virus titer in the sap flowing into these leaves [43]. Our
results show that successive leaves are colonized by
increasing population sizes, ranging from units to hundreds
of genomes, and that this colonizing population size
directly depends on the virus load in the sap. In this
situation, the most drastic bottleneck suffered by viruses
during their life cycle might be the transmission bottle-
necks. Indeed, these two studies together indicate that the
limiting factor for the growth of the viral population is theCurrent Opinion in Virology 2012, 2:546–555 viral load within the sap [43], which is probably influenced
by the initial inoculum [44].
That physical barriers sometimes impose bottlenecks,
and thus favor compartmentalization of the virus popu-
lation, even when the viral dose available in the sap or
blood is not limiting makes little doubt. For example, still
in plant viruses, Li and Roossinck [23] observed a con-
tinuous loss of genetic markers in a population of CMV
colonizing successive leaves of tobacco host plants,
suggesting the persistence of strong bottlenecks all along
the infection. Similarly, in animal viruses, Kuss et al. [48]
monitored the genetics of an artificial population of
poliovirus during the colonization of immuno-suppressed
mice expressing a poliovirus human receptor. They also
observed a constant decrease in the genetic diversity
during virus progression, thus postulating that physical
barriers imposed bottlenecks at several stages of this
process.
Overall, because hints in favor of one or the other scenario
can be found both in animals [37,42] and plant viruses
[39], it would not be surprising that a whole range of
different situations exists in nature. Complex interactions
between the viral rush for host invasion, the onset of host
defenses, the availability of susceptible cells and thewww.sciencedirect.com
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nating between strong and relaxed virus population bot-
tlenecks at various stages of the infection. It is also
possible that ‘going alone’ or ‘going together’ might
represent adaptive viral strategies. More explicitly, virus
species with many gene products acting (or complement-
ing) in trans, and/or with a high recombination rate, may
gain benefits from relaxed bottlenecks whereas other
species poorly complementing or recombining may only
get the costs of competition. The question of whether
such adaptive strategies exist is highly challenging, and
will require increased efforts in characterizing the
dynamics of within-host colonization for a wide and
diverse panel of virus species.
Getting out: the transmissible population
After infection of a compartment, the colonizing popu-
lation can further evolve differentially, owing to compart-
ment specific conditions, to isolation, or conversely
through migration of additional virus genomes (reviewed
in [34] for HIV-1). Compartments of particular interest
are those from where the transmission to the next host
will actually occur. The population contained in such
compartments is hereafter called the ‘transmissible popu-
lation’. It is obvious that these compartments differ
among virus–host models, but whether they do contain
subpopulations specifically adapted to transmission is
only a nascent question, despite numerous occurrences
of such a phenomenon in other non-viral parasites [49,50].
The advent of high-throughput sequencing technologies
has facilitated analysis of viral population genetics, and
these tools are currently used to decipher the genetic
structure of transmissible-populations for different
viruses: HIV-1 in the genital tract and in the blood
[41,42,51], HCV in the blood [20], rhinoviruses [52]
or equine influenza virus [25] in nasal swabs, Foot-and-
mouth disease virus in hooves [53] or West Nile virus in
salivary glands of mosquitoes [37] (note that there is no
comparable example published from plant viruses thus
far). Unfortunately, for obvious practical reasons, most
studies cited above have focused on a limited number of
infected individuals. The consequence is that, for a given
virus, no common feature among transmissible popu-
lations in different individual hosts could be detected,
although the transmissible populations proved to be dis-
tinct from those in other compartments.
All the above-cited reports suggest that transmissible
populations contain a relatively elevated genetic diver-
sity, indicating that dramatic genetic bottlenecks often
observed after transmission are not owing to homo-
geneous transmissible populations. One would expect
then that the most frequent genotypes in the transmis-
sible population would be most often transmitted. One
study [41], however, seems to uncover an intriguing
process. In an analysis comparing the HIV-1 transmis-
sible populations in the genital tract of donors and thewww.sciencedirect.com actually transmitted populations in recipients, it was
clearly demonstrated that the frequent genotypes are
not the ones transmitted. This rather unexpected result
suggests two potential scenarios: (i) either numerous
genotypes are transferred to the recipient and only
specific ones (present at low frequencies) are able to
initiate infection, or (ii) specific genotypes (though
present at low frequencies) are the only ones trans-
ferred. Interestingly, a series of papers have shown that
founder HIV-1 virus genotypes have distinct features
like fewer glycosylated sites in the envelope proteins
[54,55,56,57]. These observations point to the exist-
ence of viral ‘morphs’ specifically adapted to trans-
mission in HIV-1 populations. Transmission morphs
have been described for baculoviruses, a viral family
infecting insects. Baculoviruses have a life cycle invol-
ving two types of virions with specific envelopes, one
dedicated to within-host colonization and the other
essential for transmission. The generality of the exist-
ence of viral transmission morphs, whether they only
appear or localize in specific host compartments, and
whether their specificity has both a phenotypic and/or a
genetic determinism, represent particularly appealing
future prospects.
The multiplicity of cellular infection plays a seminal role
in bottlenecks
We have thus far reviewed bottlenecks during trans-
mission and during organ colonization. However, perhaps
the most important level in viral population dynamics is
that of individual cells [34]. The population bottleneck
during cell infection, that is the number of viral genomes
entering and replicating within a cell, is here called the
multiplicity of cellular infection (MOI). The impact of
MOI on population bottlenecks at higher organization
levels can be straightforward or more subtle. When colo-
nizing new organs, the bottleneck results from the
addition of the MOI in the initially infected cells. During
transmission, genetic bottlenecks depend on both the
MOI in donor cell compartments and that in recipient
susceptible cells. Through its ruling of the number of
genomes entering cells, this key parameter also impacts
on the interactions between virus genotypes [58–61], and
on their phenotype when sensitive to the gene copy
number [29,31,62].
For viruses, the cell is the main arena where genomes of a
given population can meet and interact. These inter-
actions include recombination, competition and comple-
mentation, all major phenomena in the evolution and
epidemiology of viruses, which can take place or not
depending on MOI values. For example, for a MOI of
one, recombination will be precluded, complementation
of defective interfering particles largely alleviated, while
competition for cellular resources will be relaxed. These
are commonly discussed implications of MOI in recent
available publications [38,42,63,64].Current Opinion in Virology 2012, 2:546–555
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this parameter can greatly influence the virus biology, it is
most often overlooked in the MOI-related literature
[30]. A spectacular phenotype sensitive to gene copy
number variation (CNV) has been described for lysogenic
bacterial viruses [29,31,62]. If the MOI is one (gene
copy number is one), the phage multiplies and kills the
host. If the MOI is greater than one, the phages tend to
integrate into the host genome leaving the cell alive.
Thus, a change in the MOI can change the fate of the
infected cell and define whether transmission is vertical
or horizontal. Such dramatic alteration of viral behavior
resulting from potentially small changes in the MOI (or,
more generally, in gene copy numbers), have been theor-
etically studied and predicted to be very common [30].
The important point here is that phenotype switches
triggered by CNV do occur even if the co-infecting
genomes are strictly identical. Hence, the total number
of genomes passing through a bottleneck (the population
bottleneck) is the one that is critical here, not the number
of distinct genotypes (the genetic bottleneck). CNV-
regulated phenotypes have been shown in organisms as
different as phages [29,31,62], bacteria [65,66] and
mammals [67,68], so they might have been largely under-
estimated in the biology of other viruses. The study of the
MOI during virus life cycles has even broader perspect-
ives when viewed under this new light.
The values of the viral MOI in nature remain unknown,
probably owing to the technical challenge of their esti-
mation. Currently, formal estimations have been reported
for a phage, an insect virus, three plant viruses and HIV-1
(see references in [38] and Table 1). Figures altogether
range between 3 and 13 genomes per cell. With such little
information, it is impossible to predict what MOI values
can be in the diversity of the ‘virosphere’. Nevertheless,
we believe that the inherent trade-offs associated to the
MOI imply its tight regulation. Thus, the MOI values
determined might be considered adaptive traits. This
hypothesis predicts that different virus species would
have evolved a high or a low MOI strategy depending
on their biological properties, as proposed above for
severe or relaxed bottlenecks. Since the MOI is directly
controlled by viral mechanisms of superinfection exclu-
sion (see Introduction), controlling the MOI could be a
mean for viruses to implement its above-mentioned
strategy of ‘going alone’ (low MOI) or ‘going together’
(high MOI).
Some data from plant viruses are consistent with this
hypothesis. Numerous reports of spatial segregation
suggest that low-MOI scenarios do exist (reviewed in
[12]). Indeed, to our view, the spatial segregation shown
in Figure 1 can only be explained by a MOI close to one
when the virus exits the vasculature (sieve tubes) and
enters the first leaf companion cells, inducing the
observed individualization of the two fluorescent clones.Current Opinion in Virology 2012, 2:546–555 The subsequent invasion of neighboring cells in the
mesophyl creates leaf territories occupied by specific
clones, the overlap between territories being probably
prevented by inhibition of superinfection. Because spatial
segregation is observed all along infection of the host
plant (our own observation on TuMV) a MOI close to one
seems to be constantly maintained at least in the compa-
nion cells through which the virus exits the sap. We have
observed a very different scenario during CaMV infec-
tion. In plants co-inoculated with two distinct CaMV
variants, the proportion of observed co-infected cells
rapidly reached 100% in systemically infected leaves
[38]. This is clearly precluding any possibility of spatial
segregation as observed with TuMV (Figure 1). In fact,
we have demonstrated that CaMV colonizes cells in
groups and that group size (i.e. the MOI) is variable
and depends on the viral load in the vasculature [38,43].
From these simple observations with TuMV and CaMV
infecting the same host species, we can suggest that some
viruses colonize cells in groups whereas others go lonely.
If one dares to respectively assimilate these two scenarios
to contrasted social behaviors, then the rationale for
adapting such a distinct way of life in the two species
is at this point elusive. Additional exhaustive comparisons
between species with different genome structure, repli-
cation, and gene expression strategies will be required in
order to detect any correlation between a particular viral
feature and one or the other type of population dynamics.
In addition, it is very likely that a range of intermediate
situations exists between the two opposite scenarios
sketched here, and this will certainly augment the diffi-
culty in deciphering the parameters driving viruses
towards one or the other.
Conclusions
Calling for more quantitative data on bottleneck sizes in
different virus models, we now possibly surmise that
different viral species might cope differentially with
bottlenecks. If our speculation is sound, some viral
species do maintain narrow bottlenecks, at least at some
specific steps of their cycle, while others appear to main-
tain them as wide as possible. The enigma of the mech-
anisms, and the respective benefits and costs, that are
hidden behind these different viral strategies represents a
very stimulating direction for forthcoming research in this
field.
We would like to conclude by highlighting the need for
increased consideration of the gene copy number vari-
ations in viruses, with regards to bottlenecks and particu-
larly to MOI. As theoretically predicted [30], and
demonstrated experimentally in phages [29,31,62],
the biological properties of a virus can totally change
depending on the initial number of genomes within a
cell. This uncovers the possibility of complex regulations
in the viral cycle through changing MOI in time or inwww.sciencedirect.com
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important unforeseen player in the trade-offs involved in
MOI regulation, and more generally in viral population
dynamics/genetics.
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